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Information architect and research software engineer with seven years of experience in devel-
oping collections data integration pipelines and machine learning with text and images, data
science and digital publication solutions, consulting and collaborating on data-driven research
design and implementation, as well as engaging in original research.

Education
2016 PhD in Art History, University of Maryland, College Park
2012 MA in Art History, University of Maryland, College Park
2009 BA in Art History, Williams College

Professional Experience
2022– Senior Software Engineer for Text & Data Mining, JSTOR Labs

R&D of tools and workflows supporting large scale data processing and visualizations
using machine learning and NLP. Build web application interfaces and infrastructure for
teachers and researchers of text and data mining of large collections data.

2021–2022 Collections Information Architect; Senior Systems/Software Engineer, Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity

Design system architectures and semantic data models to interlink diverse archival and
special collections information across collection silos and between global cultural her-
itage organizations. Collaborate with collection curators, archivists, and metadata spe-
cialists to design and manage data workflows. Develop innovative NLP & computer-
vision-based methods for data enhancement and discovery.

2018–2020 Research Software Engineer, Carnegie Mellon University
Developed and implemented computational solutions and web applications for human-
istic research, including data modeling, NLP/text analysis, network analysis, machine
learning, GIS, and data visualization. Designed data and software strategies for research
projects of multiple scales, collaborating with project researchers, software developers,
and data managers.

2016–2018 Data Research Specialist, Getty Research Institute
Coordinated with subject specialists and technical teams to develop data-based solutions
for art historical research projects and digital collections enhancement pipelines.
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Technical Skills
• 7+ years advanced expertise in R (data cleaning and reshaping; visualization; network, textual,
and time-series analysis; linear & decision-tree-based predictivemodeling and interpretation;
R package development and maintenance)

• Web application & API development in Django (4 yrs), Nuxt and VueJS (3 yrs), Shiny (4 yrs),
and static-site development with Jekyll/Liquid (7 yrs)

• 6 years data modeling (Semantic web / linked open data; RDB design; controlled vocabular-
ies) and database modeling and management (SQLite, Postgres; ElasticSearch; graph-based
databases & SPARQL; JSON-LD / RDF)

• 3 yrs experience in containerized application deployment (Docker & Docker Compose; con-
tinuous integration with Travis CI)

• Digital publishing (7 yrs bookdown/knitr; pandoc; LATEX)
• Agile software engineering in a collaborative team (git &GitHub/GitLab; issue andmilestone
tracking)

Selected Projects
2021–2022 Collections Information Architect, Islandora 8 Migration

Led data design for new digital collections system; designedR/Python-basedETLpipeline
to validate and enhance over 1,000,000 legacy data records for ingest.

2020 Technical Lead, CAMPI: Computer-Aided Metadata Generation for Photoarchives Initiative https:
//doi.org/10.1184/R1/12791807

Developed ML system (Python/PyTorch/Django backend and Vue SPA frontend) that
leveraged archival metadata and computer vision to aid archivists in creating item-level
metadata for a database of over 20,000 digitized historical photographs.

2019– Web developer, Print & Probability https://github.com/cmu-lib/printprob-db
Develop database and REST API for managing outputs of complex machine-learning
pipeline for OCR and font recognition in early printed books, as well as a Vue-based
SPA front-end for domain experts to review and annotate results.

2019–2020 Technical Lead, Ethics & AI onMedium https://github.com/cmu-lib/medium_parser
Developed interactive dashboard (R/Shiny) to create exploratory text corpora fromMedium
blog posts and allow researchers to run text analyses (topic modeling, keyness & co-
occurrence measures) without needing to write code.

2019 Co-Developer, National Neighbors https://nga-neighbors.library.cmu.edu
Convened and led a team of art historians, artists, and computer scientists to develop
computer-vision-based data visualizations and an innovativeVue-based collections brows-
ing interface as part of the 2019 National Gallery of Art Data-thon.

2018– Technical Lead, The Index of Digital Humanities Conferences https://dh-abstracts.library.cmu.edu
Developed and maintained a custom relational database and front end web-application
(Django) for ingesting, editing, publishing a full-text-searchable index of abstracts from
DH events from 1960 to the present day.
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2016–2018 Data Specialist, Provenance IndexRemodelingProject https://github.com/thegetty/provenance-index-
csv

Developed R-based data transformation pipeline to infer links between 1.5 million text
records from a flat-file database for transformation in to Linked Open Data; consulting
on information architecture and coordinating with subject-expert editors.

2017–2018 Data Specialist,Mutual Muses https://github.com/thegetty/mutual-muses
Built R-based NLP pipeline for selecting ideal versions from a crowd-sourced corpus of
12,000 transcriptions of 2,900 documents from GRI Special Collections.

Selected Publications and Talks
2022 MatthewD. Lincoln, Jennifer Isasi, François Dominic Laramée, SaraMelton, “Relocating Com-

plexity: The Programming Historian and Multilingual Static Site Generation,” Digital Humanities
Quarterly 16, no. 2 (2022). http://www.digitalhumanities.org//dhq/vol/16/2/000585/000585.html

2021 MatthewD. Lincoln, Scott B.Weingart, andNickoal Eichmann-Kalwara, “The Index of Digital
Humanities Conferences,” Journal of Open Humanities Data no. 7 (July 9, 2021). 10.5334/johd.26

2019 Scott B. Weingart and Matthew Lincoln. “CMU Library Labs (2020-2024),” Carnegie Mellon
University Libraries. 10.1184/R1/13522718

2018 With Nathaniel Deines, Melissa Gill, and Marissa Clifford, “Six Lessons Learned from Our
First Crowdsourcing Project in the Digital Humanities,” The Iris: Behind the Scenes at the Getty (7
February 2018). http://blogs.getty.edu/iris/six-lessons-learned-from-our-first-crowdsourcing-project-
in-the-digital-humanities/

2017 “Continuity and Disruption in EuropeanNetworks of Print Production, 1550-1750”,Artl@s Bul-
letin (29 November 2017). http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/artlas/vol6/iss3/2/

2017 “Predicting the Past: Digital Art History, Modeling, and Machine Learning”, The Iris: Behind
the Scenes at the Getty (27 July 2017). http://blogs.getty.edu/iris/predicting-the-past-digital-art-
history-modeling-and-machine-learning

2020 “Yet another digital surrogate? Computer vision and the future of collections management
systems,” DHNord 2020: The Measurement of Images, (Lille Nord de France), November 18
2020. https://doi.org/10.1184/R1/13203917

2019 “The Auctioneer’s Genre: Digital Approaches to Category Construction and the Rhetoric of
the 18th Century Art Market,” Department of Art History, (Princeton University), 18 October
2019.

Last updated: September 17, 2022 • Typeset in LATEX
Full CV: https://matthewlincoln.net/full_cv
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